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Racing against time, Jade and her friends must hide evidence of Life on Mars 
 to stop the probes from Earth finding them 

 
Jade is on her way to meet up with her dad, Elvis, for her sixteen-millionth birthday (tortles live a long time in spite of the harsh conditions on 
Mars), when she gets side-tracked by a strange object that appears to have fallen from the sky. Elvis’ travelling companion Starkwood, an 
electrostatic plant, is hearing voices, claiming that “The Vikings Are Coming”, while their football-pitch-sized flying friend Fionix confirms the 
rumour: the Earth has sent two craft to look for life on Mars. 

It then becomes a race against time to hide any evidence of such life before Earth destroys it for good. Can Jade and her friends succeed, with 
help from a Lung Whale, a liquid horse, some flying cats, the Hellas Angels, the Pyrites and a couple of House Martins from the South of 
France? Oh, and a quantum tunnelling worm – all while avoiding Zombie Vegetables and trouble with a Gravity Artist and the Physics Police?! 
A gentle and lightly humorous science fantasy adventure. 
 

Visit bit.ly/LifeOnMars-Vikings 
 

 

Hugh Duncan hatched in Leicester in 1957. He studied astronomy at University College London and, though very lazy, got his degree. His final 
thesis was on Martian craters and, after, he worked at the UCL observatory cataloguing the Viking Mission photos. 

Having fallen in love with a French woman and wanting to live happily ever after, he ruined that plan by becoming a science teacher. The 
temporary job became a lifelong career, first in the UK then for 32 years at the International School of Nice, from which he has recently retired. 
A few years ago, UCL launched the maths journal Chalkdust, in which Hugh has had a number of articles published. 

Hugh started in science fiction aged five, when he wrote ‘Dr Who goes to the balloon planet’ and some have said it’s his best work to date. In 
1997 he sent off a novel which was rejected by many publishers. He was talked down off the ledge by Oxford Study Courses, who asked him to 
write revision guidebooks for IB Physics, which continues to this day. 

Inspired by the Mighty Terry Pratchett, for school charity projects he started writing his own ‘Deskworld’ stories, parodying his school as one 
for witches and wizards. Three dozen stories sold using a captive audience scared of getting bad grades if they didn’t buy them, hmm… 

Hugh has been married for 40 years and has four children – most don’t seem to want to leave home in spite of being adults and having to listen 
to his songs and stories all the time. He lives in the South of France, not very far from the village with two famous house martins who appear 
in Life on Mars. He owns a Hermann’s tortoise called Sophie Rose. 
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